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Abstract—In order to meet the social demand for talents 

of digital design and manufacturing technology, promote 

teaching reform with engineering practice, explore a 

teaching system based on digital technology and centered 
on students, this paper understands the informatization 

connotation of manufacturing industry based on the 

integrated teaching platform of PDM digital design and 

manufacturing technology so as to plan teaching system 

for practical courses of engineering subjects, practical 

teaching procedure as well as management mode. Besides, 

each separated technology involved in the development of 

digital products should be combined with related courses 
in the major of mechanical design and manufacturing as 

well as automation by strengthening comprehensive 

practice with the digital development of new products as 

the main stream so as to establish a new cultivation mode 

suitable for digital design and manufacturing 

environment. 

Keywords-digital design and manufacture; practical 

teaching; talent cultivation 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Mechanical engineering is an ancient subject 

developed with human’s civilization. As early as in the 

Warring States Period, China has owned a high level of 

mechanical engineering. Mechanical engineering in the 

early stage mainly relied on animals, wind and water. 

Later, steam engine and electronic technology were 

invented, which brought overturning change to 

manufacturing for the first time. The invention of 

computer as well as the popularity of Internet have 

changed people’s way of communication thoroughly, 

which changed the manufacturing mode and operational 

mode of manufacturing industry again. Americans have 

carried out systematic study and prospect on the 

manufacturing of next generation in the 1990s to draw a 

sketch of manufacturing in the Information Age with 

many new ideas and new theories, which have been 

widely spread all over the world. 

The rapid development of information technology 

has promoted the development of digital design and 

manufacturing technologies. The modern manufacturing 

enterprises are purchasing lots of digital equipment, 

managing system as well as designing and researching 

software, during which there is a serious conflict 

between digital tools and traditional manufacturing 

mode, and thus professionals in digital design and 

manufacture are in urgent demand. Higher education in 

colleges and universities are seriously lack behind 

practical demand since the students of these majors are 

of poor qualities for enterprises’ need. In this paper, it 

explores the combination of CAD/CAM/CAE/PLM 

technologies and traditional subjects of mechanical 

engineering so as to establish a teaching platform 

integrated with digital design and manufacturing. Thus, 

students can experience the work mode of modern 

manufacture during practice. By this way, students can 

be cultivated into representatives of new productive 

forces to meet the need of modern manufacturing 

industry. 

In order to adapt to the development of new 

technologies of manufacturing industry and meet the 

social demand for talents with digital technologies, it is 

advocated in the paper that traditional curriculum 

settings should be reformed with integration, supplement 

and optimization of scattered and repeated digital 

manufacturing courses by systematically establishing an 

educational system for digital design and manufacturing 

technologies of mechanical engineering majors. 

Meanwhile, new curriculum setting and cultivation 

mode should be explored. 
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II. DNC TECHNOLOGY 

DNC is called distributed numerical control, which is 

based on digital controlling technology, computer 

technology and communication technology. It integrates 

numerically-controlled machine tool with 

upper-controlled computer to realize a centralized 

control and management with information exchange. 

DNC is a bond to realize the integration of CAD/CAM 

and computer auxiliary production and management 

system, and it is also another form of automatic 

mechanical processing. Meanwhile, it is a new way to 

realize information integration, functions integration and 

equipment integration in modern workshops. 

As early as in 1980, IS02806 defined DNC as direct 

numerical control, which is a one-to-one management 

mode. NC programs are stored in one storer, which is 

connected to multiple numerically-controlled machine 

tools by DNC system. Data will be transmitted to 

corresponding machine tools immediately by system 

after receiving requests. Later, with the development of 

digital technology, the concept of DNC was updated by 

IS02806 as distributed control. From the direct control 

to distributed control and to now, DNC technology has 

experience 30 years of development. Its four 

development steps are shown in table 1 as follows.

                   TABLE 1 DEVELOPMENT PROCESS OF DNC TECHNOLOGY 

Periods Main functions 

 

The first stage before 2004 

The stage of direct numerical control, during 

which the main function is to solve the problem of 

networking and program transmission between 

numerically-controlled machine tool and NC 

program storer. 

 

 

The second stage From 2004 to 2007 

 

 

The stage of distributed numerical control, during 

which the main function is to realize NC program 

management and fake edition based on network 

transmission. That is, workers, machine tools, 

engineers, managers and servers that are in 

different places are assembled in one system with 

integrated management by a set of DNC system. 

Network transmission, program management and 

fake edition are three functional models of DNC 

necessarily. 

 

The third stage From 2007 to 2010 

 

The stage of DNC of broad sense. Besides all 

functions mentioned in the second stage, it also 

needs to collect yearly data and monitor machine 

tools. 

 

 

The fourth stage From 2010 to now 

 

The stage of digital workshop with integrated 

solutions to meet demand of high-end customers, 

during which DNC technology is treated on the 

whole. DNC is the basis and precondition of 

implementing MES, and it is the basis and 

component of digital workshop. 
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III. MAIN CONTENTS RELATED TO DEVELOPMENT TECHNOLOGIES OF DIGITAL PRODUCTS 

The development technologies of digital products 

have combined with related advanced technologies 

during modern design and manufacturing, which can be 

divided into three models like digital design, digital 

manufacturing and digital management. Respective 

technologies of each model are displayed as follows in 

Fig .1.

 

 

Figure 1. Digital design technology related unit

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

It is a creative study for the reformation of higher 

engineering education to establish a teaching platform 

combined PDM digital design and manufacturing, and it 

is also an effective means to cultivate application talents 

of undergraduate degree. Surrounded by the 

establishment of teaching platform for digital design and 

manufacturing integration, the paper has conducted 

work and studies on the following aspects. 

Establish a teaching platform for digital design and 

manufacturing integration based on PDM. Complete a 

customized PDM system according to the teaching 

demand of digital design and manufacturing. 

By taking digital design and manufacturing in Zhong 

Qian Beng as an example and simulating enterprises’ 

environment to conduct practical teaching activities, the 

paper studies and conducts the whole process of 

three-dimension digital design and manufacturing on the 

teaching platform. 

Practice teaching is an important platform to 

cultivate students’ innovative awarenss and 

practicability. A systematic practice course system has 

been established by reforming the teaching of digital 

design and manufacturing so that many disciplines have 

been combined together, which indicates a 

comprehensive and interactive property. The students’ 

initiative has been greatly motivated with strong purpose, 

and meanwhile students’ dominant role as well as 

teacher’s guiding effect have also been fully embodied 

with better comprehensive abilities of studying and 

applying knowledge. 
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